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Large interest in NFTs and smart contracts
The Company’s marketplaces use smart contracts 
such as NFTs and DNFTs. NFTs received a lot of 
attention last year thanks to notable sales of e.g. di-
gital art. NFTs and smart contracts make it possible 
for artists to capitalize on their popularity. NFTs 
make it easier for fans, investors and collectors to 
own and trade intellectual rights.

DNFTs – smart contracts for co-ownership
Zeptagram’s DNFTs are smart contracts that make 
co-ownership of assets possible, e.g. valuable music 
rights. The public is for the first time able to invest 
directly in valuable music rights through our techno-
logy.

Multi-blockchain NFT platform
On the NFT platform, users can invest in NFTs as well 
as mint and publish their own NFTs for sale.   
The Company’s NFT platform is a so-called multi-
blockchain platform, which makes it possible to reach 
more users. The feature makes the platform future-
proof in the fast developing blockchain- and the 
crypto world.

Unique opportunity for the public - new asset class
Zeptagram makes a new asset class available for 
public investors, music rights. Music rights as an 
asset class have so far excluded the public investors. 
Zeptagram’s marketplace makes it possible to share 
ownership lowering the barrier for general public to 
invest in music and rights to future royalties.

Full scalability
The Company’s operations are based on technology 
that enables large volumes of users, activity and 
transactions.

Global profile
The Company’s platforms are easy to understand and 
the musical language is international. Fans and artists 
all over the world can meet for financing and invest-
ments on the platform. Already today, the Company 
works across borders with partners and has interna-
tional artists on the platform.

Own cryptocurrency, Zeptacoin
The Company has issued its own cryptocurrency for 
use on the Company’s platforms. Zeptacoin means 
also a potential source of funding for the Company. 
The market value (total supply) amounts to SEK 47 
million per 11/10/2022. The Company’s holding of 
Zeptacoin amounted to approx. SEK 30 million per  
the same date (SEK 39 million, 2022-06-30).

Zeptacoin listed on five cryptocurrency exchanges
The Company’s cryptocurrency is listed on BitMart, 
Bittrex, Lbank, Pancakeswap and Lobstr.

Vision
Zeptagram aims to decentralize the music 
industry, bringing artists and fans closer to 
each other and creating a new investment 
asset that is available to the public.

INVEST IN ZEPTAGRAM

Two advanced platforms
Zeptagram has developed two platforms based 
on the blockchain technology for trading NFTs and 
DNFTs.

Music marketplace - ecosystem for the music 
industry
Investors and fans can invest in music and get 
returns via royalties when the music is played on 
radio, television, streaming services, etc. The music 
marketplace is a part of an ecosystem that is con-
nected to STIM and 137 others copyright organiza-
tions for collecting royalties from music rights.
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The music market – a global market
Music engages and unites people. Most people 
consume music and the music becomes more 
accessible everywhere thanks to the streaming 
services. Music language has no borders and 
Zeptagram’s ecosystem for trade in music rights 
is aimed at the whole the world. Artists can reach 
a global audience, find funding for their creation 
or get their income from royalties in advance by 
selling their rights to the fans and investors from 
across the world.

In addition to a unique music rights ecosystem 
Zeptagram offers artists and fans a NFT platform 
that broadens the possibilities for artists, fans and 
investors to meet with secure transactions via 
smart contracts.

NFTs and DNFTs
NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) have taken the world 
by storm in the last two years. Digital collectibles 
have been sold for many millions. NFTs are unique 
identities that cannot be replaced by anything else. 
Through NFTs, it is possible to create unique and 
tradable assets of pretty much anything. Zeptagram 
has developed so-called DNFTs (Distributed Non-
Fungible Tokens) that are linked to existing ecosys-
tems in the music industry and its royalty payments.

Web 3.0 and blockchain technology
Web 3.0 is the third generation Internet where 
data will be connected in a decentralized way and 
imply greater opportunities for interaction bet-
ween humans and machines (via AI). The blockchain 
technology that the Company has implemented in 
its products is a secure and transparent technology 
for verification and tracking the ownership and 
one of the cornerstones of Web 3.0. The Company 
develops operations in accordance with Web 3.0 
principles.

The market
With new technology, artists have been given the 
opportunity to come closer to their fans and vice 
versa. Social Media has created a direct link for com-
munication. Blockchain technology with smart cont-
racts (NFTs and DNFTs) used by Zeptagram creates 
in its turn a direct link for funding and transactions 
between musicians, artists and fans.

MUSIC, DIGITAL ART – A NEW INVESTMENT MARKET

Invest in music rights
Music rights can be an interesting investment 
because royalties are paid to the owners of mu-
sic rights when the works are streamed, played 
in radio, television, etc. Thus, music rights give a 
yield just like e.g. shares pay dividends and bonds 
pay interest. Music rights have several of the most 
important properties as the world’s largest asset 
classes offer. Zeptagram’s objective is to make a 
new type of asset available to the public.
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Background
Zeptagram identified the possibilities of the block-
chain technology early and how it could solve com-
mon challenges for artists. The Company saw an 
opportunity to create an investment market where 
both artists and investors can agree on terms that 
meet each other’s needs.

Products
Zeptagram has built two platforms for trade in 
music rights, digital art and other IP-rights. The 
platforms are based on blockchain technology and 
use smart contracts to register the ownership, NFTs 
and DNFTs.

Listing for visibility and greater financial muscles
A listing is planned during 2023 in order to achieve 
a greater visibility towards investors as well as 
gain greater financial muscle for the expansion. 
Investors are an important target group for the 
Company’s platforms where you can invest music 
rights and NFTs.

Platform-based growth
Zeptagram’s business is fully scalable and builds on 
two platforms where a large part of the marketing 
will be driven by the platforms’ users. Experience 
from other platforms shows that growth accele-
rates when the popularity of the platforms gains 
momentum.

Currently, it is used on the Company’s music mar-
ketplace for trading with music rights and distribu-
tion of royalties. Zeptacoin is also used for transac-
tions on the Company’s NFT marketplace. By using 
Zeptacoin on the Company’s marketplaces, the 
transaction costs for users are reduced as Zepta-
coin is a cost-effective cryptocurrency.

Inflation-free green cryptocurrency
Zeptacoin is at the cutting edge of speed and 
technology energy wise. Zeptacoin is a fast, cheap, 
CO2-neutral cryptocurrency that uses a fraction 
of the energy compared to the major cryptocur-
rencies. Zeptacoin is a cryptocurrency designed for 
to be inflation-free with a maximum ceiling on the 
number of coins (50,000,000).

Financing means
Since Zeptacoin is the Company’s own cryptocur-
rency, the Company can sell its share to finance the 
operations.

ABOUT ZEPTAGRAM

Cryptocurrency: Zeptacoin

Legal status: Utility token

Symbol: ZPTC

Listed on: 

BitMart

Bittrex

LBank

Pancakeswap

Lobstr

Zeptacoin - own cryptocurrency
Zeptacoin, which has been issued by the Company, 
is a cryptocurrency based on “proof of stake”, 
which means that it is energy efficient since it is not 
mined. Zeptacoin, just like the major cryptocurren-
cies can be traded in various marketplaces.  
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Relatively high rate of return
According to figures from the industry, a yield rate 
is indicated which exceeds the yields on real estate 
and corporate bonds.

The average dividend yield on listed funds amount 
to over five percent.

Soft values
The potential return along with the possibility of 
diversification makes music rights an interesting 
investment asset class. The soft aspects can howe-
ver not be ignored when it comes to investments 
in music. Many people have emotional bonds with 
music, in particular certain artists or songs. Invest-
ments by fans and music lovers can be made on 
other grounds than those purely financial, such as 
investments in art.

MARKET FOR MUSIC RIGHTS

Expected royalty growth
Royalty payments for music rights have seen an 
increased growth in recent years, mainly driven by 
increased streaming. The streaming services stand 
for growing share of music consumption. These are 
expected to continue to increase at a rapid pace 
and in 2030 account for more than 80% of revenue 
in the music industry, according to the analysis firm 
MIDiA. Revenue is expected to increase to 89.1 
billion dollars by 2030 from 51.8 billion dollars in 
2021. Growth is expected above all come from Asia 
and emerging markets. Social platforms, games, 
metaverse platforms and Web 3.0 will constitute 
additional growth factors which drives revenue in 
the music industry.

MIDiA also highlights other businesses as a growing 
source of income for the industry such as IPOs and 
major music catalogue acquisitions. During 2021 
catalogues changed hands for more than five billion 
dollars according to the research firm.

The analysis firm’s conclusion is that music reve-
nues are expected to show stability. Although the 
music revenue are not completely recession-proof 
if the global economy were to go into recession, the 
sensitivity is not particularly large either.

Source: MIDiA Research Music Model (06/22)
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OFFERINGS ON THE PLATFORMS
Some examples of the offerings on the platforms in 2022.

During the year, Zeptagram’s users had the opportunity to buy music rights from a number of artists on the 
platform, even in some hits performed by world-renowned artists.

As long as you love me - Justin Bieber
Written by: Andre Lindal, Justin Bieber, Roy Rodney  
Jerkins, Tony Nasri Atweh, Sean Michael Anderson.  
Released year 2013. 

What are words - Chris Medina
Written by: Rodney Jerkins, Andre Lindal, Lauren  
Christy. Released year 2013. 

Chillin’ with you - Britney Spears 
Written by Anthony Preston, B. Spears, L. Tolbert, J.  
Lopez, K.E. Harris, W. Adams. Released year 2013.

Good time - Paris Hilton
Written by: Paris Hilton, N.L Van De Wall,  
Wellborn Anthony III Preston, D. Carter.  
Released year 2013.
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A few examples of the offerings on the platforms in 2022.

In addition to the music rights that have been featured and sold on the music trading site, Zeptagram has of-
fered its user NFTs linked to photographs of Freddie Mercury from his last concert with the band Queen. The 
exhibition has also taken place at the Clarion Hotel Post in Gothenburg.

Work B**ch - Britney Spears
Written by: Britney Spears, Anthony Preston 
Welborn, Otto Jettman, Ruth Anne Cunningham, 
William Adams. Released year 2013.

Fino All’estasi - Eros Ramazzotti
Written by: Eros Ramazzotti, Anthony Preston, 
Carlo Rizioli, Luca Paolo Chiaravalli, Saverio Grandi. 
Released year 2013. 

God Save The Queen - Torleif Svensson
The photo was taken 1986 by the photographer 
Torleif Svensson during Freddie Mercury’s last con-
cert with The Queen.

Don’t Stop Me Now - Torleif Svensson
The photo was taken 1986 by the photographer 
Torleif Svensson during Freddie Mercury’s last 
concert with The Queen.
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Use of the new share issue proceeds
The main purpose of the new share issue is to 
strengthen The company’s ability to grow quickly, 
compete and give the Company endurance in the 
expansion. The issue proceeds will primarily be 
used for marketing the business with the aim of 
attracting more people artists and works as well as 
new users to the Company’s platforms.

Development plan

2022 (second half of the year)

• New issue of shares amounting to SEK 24.05 
million

• More music rights from famous hits on the 
platform

• Expand the Company’s presence in the USA

• Support for more blockchains on the NFT 
platform

• Complete two apps for the NFT platform

• Integration of Zeptacoin on the NFT platform

• Card payments on the NFT platform

• Decentralization of the Zeptagram wallet

• Marketing campaigns targeted at user growth 
and media visibility

2023

• Listing of equity shares

• Attract more valuable directories to the 
platforms

• More artists on the platforms

• Acquisition of more valuable music rights

• Marketing campaigns targeted at user 
growth and media visibility

• Increased user growth

• PR and marketing campaigns in the US

• List Zeptacoin on a top 5 cryptocurrency 
marketplace

• Establish partnerships in virtual reality for 
increased use of Zeptacoin

2024

• Attract more well-known works to the platforms

• Establish music rights as an investment option

• Establish Zeptagram as a leading market player for investments in music rights

• Establish Zeptacoin for use outside the Company’s platforms as well

• Establish Zeptagram in virtual reality

The board’s main financing plan for additional 
 capital needs is financing of the expansion through 
the sale of Zeptacoin.



TERMS

The complete Investment Memorandum with conditions can be found at  
www.zeptagram.com/investor 

On the website you can also find subscription forms and more information about the company.

Subscription can take place by visiting   
www.aktieinvest.se/emission/zeptagram2022

Zeptagram AB
556974–3528 

info@zeptagram.com 
+46 73-962 89 71

Bågskyttestigen 2 
413 19 Göteborg 
Sweden

 Subscription period  17 November 2022 – 15 December 2022

 Subscription price  SEK 13 per share

 Subscription  Minimum 400 shares (equivalent to SEK 5,200).

 Issue volume  The offer amounts to a maximum of 1,850,000 shares,  
  corresponding to SEK 24.05 million.

 Number of shares  7,425,000 shares 
 before new issue

 Valuation (pre-money)  SEK 96.5 million

 Listing  Zeptagram intends to do a share listing during 2023  
 


